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ABOUT WSS
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World Systems Solut ions

World Systems Solutions (WSS) is a 501c3 nonprofit organization whose vision is to unite, organize,

mobilize and align humanity in common purpose to resolve the climate crisis through conscious

collaboration and the best possible use of technology. Together as a worldwide collaborative

community we will generate a sustainable future via intelligent application of technology, creativity

and resources.

Mission Alignment: Sponsors must share our dedication to solving climate change and building a
sustainable future.
Ethical Values: We partner with sponsors committed to environmental sustainability, human rights, and
social justice.
Transparency: Sponsors must be open about their operations and finances.
Collaboration: We value sponsors who work with us in a respectful, non-competitive manner. We
emphasize a collaborative spirit.
Unconditional Love & Service: We prioritize sponsors dedicated to positive global impact through love and
service.

Sponsorship Policy:
CERF workshops are specifically curated for expertise diversity in various fields, and are not
intended to include participation by donation or sponsorship.

To ensure sponsorships align with our mission, we will evaluate opportunities based on the following criteria:

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

At World Systems Solutions (WSS), we

believe that our mission, vision, and tenets

are critical to creating a sustainable

future for our planet, and are committed

to accepting sponsorships only from

organizations and individuals who align

with our values. We are sincerely grateful

for the collaborations and support that

have brought us together to this moment,

and are committed to working with

aligned organizations and individuals

who share our commitment to creating a

sustainable future for all.

THANK YOU  FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION AND COLLABORATION.
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What humanity has been doing in a fragmented way to address the Climate Crisis has not adequately worked.

New collaborative and collective approaches are now required as we have less than five years to act decisively

and on a global scale with cohesive systems, in perpetuity. No single organization, institution or government is

going to move the needle on the climate crisis without diverse and widespread conscious collaboration. 

It is time for humanity to foundationally change how we live in this world. 

We are bringing together high-level transdiciplinary representatives and global leaders to take collaborative

actions to create solutions to solve the climate crisis. Representative groups of humanity need to be present in

the conversations that will shape and architect support systems for our global future. In this environment, we  

engage these unique skill sets to creatively build new networks, frameworks and solutions to effect catalytic

changes that can quickly and effectively balance the planet.

The Climate-Regenerative Rolling Workshop SeriesThe Climate-Regenerative Rolling Workshop Series

A SELECTION OF RECENT FORUM PARTICIPANTS



A New Structure and Model:
Leveraging the expertise of seasoned facilitators, our workshops are structured to transform

diverse dialogues into a unified roadmap for effective climate action "The Climate

Emergency Response Forum (CERF) is uniquely tailored to create a sustainable, long-term

operational structure of expanding, replicable, continued dialogue as a cohesive network

committed to climate crisis resolve. We recognize that cohesive collaboration has been a

missing piece in many global efforts. We are forging a path to not only identify solutions but

to implement them widely. We truly believe that through this approach, we can make

significant strides in resolving the Climate Crisis. For lasting global impact, we need a new

collaborative framework. Imagine organizations dedicating teams for a united goal of

climate resolution. Ten organizations might jointly commit 50 professionals, forming a

unified, dedicated team. Entities should see this as a vital investment in our climate's future.

Corporations should aim for genuine impact, not just optics. We call on organizations to be

steadfast contributors to a global climate action network.to be integral threads in a

persistent global tapestry dedicated to collaborative climate action.
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What We Achieve Together:
1   Recognition that we now need a global shift in consciousness, collaborative approach, solutions

paradigm and AI-based platform technology to organize, develop and deliver crisis resolution solutions,

resources and technologies that are available to all.

2   Workshop participants will help define the capacities required for the global community to generate

scalable solutions to solve the climate crisis in the time available.

3   Workshop participants recognize the vital importance of their commitment to long-term

collaboration with each other in order to generate the required scalable capacity between the world's

stakeholders, networks and thought leaders.

4.  Establish a prototype for climate crisis resolution workshops to be offered to the world in order to

foster global collaboration.

5   Engage and unite high capacity, motivated workshop participants in lasting collaborative

partnership with WSS for the building of the PHOENIX platform.



Climate Vanguard - $100,000 and above
Prominent logo display in pre and post-program slideshows for the entire program series.

Exclusive meetings with WSS strategic staff for insights and collaboration on PHOENIX Systems Design.

Special acknowledgment during the start and end of every forum in the series.

Prime placement on all digital platforms, event pages, and communications.

Highlight as the main Program Series Sponsor in post-event recaps, with a link and logo in post descriptions.

Opportunity for a 5-minute address or video feature during one of the forums.

Global Guardian - $50,001 to $99,999
Logo display in pre and post-program slideshows for the entire program series.

3 strategic meetings with WSS staff for collaboration on PHOENIX Systems Design.

Acknowledgment during every forum in the series.

Logo and link on all digital event platforms and communications.

Mention as a key Program Series Sponsor in post-event recaps.

Opportunity for a 3-minute address during one of the forums.

Earth Steward - $20,001 to $50,000
Logo displayed in the pre-program slideshow for the entire program series.

2 strategic meetings with WSS staff.

Acknowledgment in half of the forums in the series.

Logo and link on the program series website page.

Mention in select forum's digital programs or booklets.

Social media acknowledgment as an Earth Steward for the program series.

Eco Ally - $5,001 to $20,000
Logo displayed in the pre-program slideshow for one forum.

Acknowledgment and thank you during the specific forum.

Logo and link on the website's event page for one forum.

Mention in the forum's digital program or booklet.

Social media acknowledgment as an Eco Ally of the program series.

Eco Supporter - Up to $5,000
Logo displayed in the pre-program slideshow for one forum.

Thank you note in the digital program or booklet for the specific forum.

SPONSORSHIP OPTIONS

strategicpartnerships@wssnow.org

We are engaging with those who are committed to a new global paradigm of service to humanity and the

natural world. Supporting these high-capacity collaborative sessions will offer you the opportunity to make a

significant impact in resolving the climate crisis and help to generate a sustainable global future via intelligent

application of technology and resources. We thank you in advance for your generosity and support.

Please contact our Strategic Partnerships team to discuss sponsorship opportunities.

~Gratitude~

www.wssnow.org844 - 977 - 6691


